Sheer
Driving Pleasure

ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES.
BMW 5 Series, BMW X5 AND BMW X6.

THE ONLY WAY:
MAKE THE BEST BETTER.
This brochure presents a wide range of elegant extras in
four sections, allowing you to complement and enhance your
vehicle in a distinctively individual style – and fine-tune its
striking presence to the smallest detail.
Only Original BMW Accessories are perfectly adapted to your BMW
in terms of design, functionality, quality and performance. Every
product fits seamlessly with your model while also meeting the very
highest demands. So when it comes to accessories, there is no need
to compromise – choose BMW.
Selected BMW Accessories can be experienced online in sound and
images – simply download the BMW brochure app for your device.
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04 ❘ 05 EXTERIOR
EXTERIEUR

BMW M PERFORMANCE PARTS
BMW M Performance Parts is the name given to an exclusive accessories programme that
allows you to make your BMW even more sporty. Retrofit components for the drivetrain,
suspension, aerodynamics and cockpit – specifically designed for your vehicle – enable you to
personalize the dynamic character of your BMW. Your BMW dealer will be happy to advise you
on these and other BMW M Performance Parts for many BMW and BMW M models.
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ONE OF LIFE‘S GIVENS: YOUR
INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS.
When you choose your own light alloy wheels, you are giving your BMW its own
distinctive character. Our wide range of Original BMW complete wheel sets in various
sizes gives you all the freedom you need to make this personal statement. And the
examples shown here are just the start.

1 Kidney grille in Black high-gloss
The decorative grilles in black high-gloss give
the car an even more determined and more
athletic front view.

3 Front attachment, carbon (5 Series)
The front attachment in 100% carbon ensures
optimum aerodynamic values and accentuates
the vehicle‘s masculine appearance.

5 18" Double-spoke style 662 M (5 Series)
The high-quality 18" M light alloy wheels
Double-spoke style 662 are designed in Jet
Black with the colour M logo.

2 Rear spoiler, carbon
Even more dynamic elegance, even more
sporty look: The rear spoiler underlines the
car‘s individual appearance and ensures
optimised aerodynamics. It is meticulously
hand-crafted in 100% carbon fibre.

4 Rear diffuser, carbon (5 Series)
The carbon fibre rear diffuser creates an even
more dynamic appearance – and makes the
car‘s muscular look even more impressive.

6 19" braking system (5 Series)
For short stopping distances, even under high
thermal loads: high-performance Sport brakes
with inner-vented and perforated lightweight
brake discs. In dynamic BMW M Performance
Red.

2

6 20" Double-spoke style 669 M (5 Series)
Sportiness in two versions: The forged 20"
BMW M Performance light alloy wheels with
M logo are available in the colours Bicolour
Jet Black matt (6) with milled and gloss-lathed
visible sides and in Orbit Grey.

Original BMW complete wheels are fitted with star-marked tyres (with run-flat
properties on request) and TPMS sensors. More details are available from your
dealer or through the internet.
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Find out more about Original BMW Accessories and Services from your
country webpage at bmw.com or from your BMW Service Partner.
4
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6 20" Cross-spoke style 636
High-quality light alloy wheels in Liquid Black (6) with rolled rims
or in Bicolour Orbit Grey, gloss-lathed on the visible side.

COMPLETE WHEELS
BMW 5 SERIES

1 20" M Performance Multi-spoke style 732 M
The high-quality 20" forged wheels are designed in Bicolour
Night Gold, gloss-milled and gloss-lathed and feature the colour
M logo.
2 20" M Performance Y-spoke style 763 M
High-quality forged wheels for a very sporty appearance. In
Frozen Gold with colour M logo.

7 19'' M Double-spoke style 664 M
The high-quality 19" light alloy wheels are designed in Jet Black.

4 Accent line
Two parallel, flowing stripes in Ferric Grey matt add an extra
dynamic touch above the swage lines.

3

6

5 Side skirt adhesive film
The fine accent line in Ferric Grey matt and the BMW logo in
Orbit Grey underscore the sportiness of the vehicle.

3 19" M Performance Double-spoke style 786 M
(also available as complete winter wheel)
The high-quality 19" forged wheels are designed in Jet Black
matt with the M logo and milled M Performance lettering.
4
5
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COMPLETE WHEELS
BMW X6

1 21" Y-spoke style 627
The premium-quality 21" light alloy wheels are designed in
Bicolour Cerium Grey, gloss-lathed on the visible side, and
feature a weight-optimised, rolled-steel rim bed.
2 21" Performance Y-spoke style 375
High-quality light alloy wheels, in Bicolour Ferric Grey. Glosslathed on the visible side with BMW Performance lettering.
1

2

COMPLETE WHEELS

3 20" Star-spoke style 491
The high-quality 20" light alloy wheels are designed in Jet Black
and give the vehicle a particularly sporty appearance with their
look.

4 Mud flaps
The mud flaps protect both your own vehicle and those following
from dirt and stone chips. Optimally adapted to the vehicle
design, they accentuate the striking BMW look and impressively
underscore the off-road character.

1

5 Aluminium running boards
In brushed, anodised aluminium and finished in Cerium Grey, the
aluminium running boards add a particularly striking note while
also enabling comfortable access.

BMW X5

1 20" M Star-spoke style 748 M
High-quality light alloy wheels, designed in Jet Black matt
with the colour M logo. As a special highlight, the Grabber AT3
all-terrain tyre is also available.

2

2 22" M Performance Star-spoke style 749 M
The high-quality, weight-optimised 22" M Performance light
alloy wheels Star-spoke style are designed in Bicolour Jet Black,
gloss-lathed with the milled M Performance lettering and colour
M logo.

3
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TRAVEL & COMFORT SYSTEM

MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME
ON THE ROAD.
When travelling itself puts you in high spirits, you'll always arrive relaxed. Sheer Driving
Pleasure is a given in your BMW but you can always raise the game by being prepared
with all the important practicalities for your journey. That way, you will always be ready for
whatever you may encounter. Which is where Original BMW Accessories come in – easy to
use and highly functional, they offer a wealth of solutions for your everyday challenges and
make your driving experience even more enjoyable.

The Travel & Comfort System unites a variety of different holders and attachment solutions in one system, achieving an
even higher degree of travel comfort inside the vehicle. The foundation of the system is the basic carrier, which is securely
mounted between the headrest pillars. The following system attachments can be quickly and easily attached to it via a
plug-in coupling. Available exclusively for the new BMW X5: the "Travel & Comfort" option, to which various attachments
can be quickly and easily attached to the back of the seat backrest and smartphones or tablets can be charged using the
integrated USB charger.
1 Universal hook
The universal hook for transporting clothing
or lightweight bags can be attached to the
basic carrier (1.1). Available for the X5: the
“Travel & Comfort” (1.2) option, with which the
universal hook can be attached to the back
of the seat backrest in seconds thanks to its
practical snap-in function.
2 Universal holder for tablets
The practical Universal holder is adjustable
and attaches to the separately available Travel
& Comfort system. It provides secure hold for
various Apple or Samsung tablets with the
Travel & Comfort tablet safety case from seven
to 12 inches and can be placed in the desired
position thanks to its 360° rotating frame with
angle adjustment.

3 Folding table
With an attractive BMW design, adjustable for
height and angle and featuring an additional
integrated cupholder.
4 Clothes hanger
This allows you to hang items of clothing on the
rear side of the backrest. It can also be used
outside of the car.

1.1

1.2

2
3

Cinematic impressions of the Travel &
Comfort System's versatility can be found
in the BMW Catalogue app.
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2 Baby Seat 0+
This ergonomic seat provides optimum safety for babies up to
around 13 kg (approx. 15 months). Patented air pads guarantee
exceptional protection against impact to the head area. The seat
is attached either to the separately available ISOFIX base or using
a three-point seat belt.
3 Junior Seat 1
The BMW Junior Seat 1 is the safe choice for children aged
approx. 12 months to four years (approx. 9–18 kg) when teamed
with the ISOFIX base, available separately. The seat offers the
highest possible level of safety in the event of an accident,
particularly when facing backwards. Patented air pads provide
exceptional protection against impact to the head area.

1

4 Junior Seat 2/3
Adjustable seat for children aged approx. 3 to 12 years (approx.
15–36 kg). With patented air pads for increased protection against
impact to the head and ISOFIX connectors. The patented height
and width adjustment can be operated with one hand and the
seat can be folded away into the accompanying rucksack for easy
transportation.

1 Travel rug
Whether it‘s to keep you warm or simply something to snuggle up
to, this travel rug in beige/dark brown offers all the versatility you
need. It also elegantly underscores the comfortable atmosphere
in the vehicle. Made in 100% high-quality, extra-fine Merino wool
and with a jacquard weave.

4
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4 LED door projectors
When the doors are opened, an individually selected graphic
is projected on the ground adjacent to the vehicle, for perfect
illumination of the entry area.
5 Key case
The key case in high-quality leather is firmly attached to the
key by means of a stylish stainless steel clasp. It protects
against scratches, dirt and moisture and prevents buttons from
accidentally being pressed. Available in various colours.

1 All-weather floor mats (X5)
The precisely fitting, hard-wearing and elegantly designed mats
protect the footwells in the front (1.1) and rear (1.2) from damp and
dirt. Finished in black and with high-quality stainless steel inserts.

1.2

1.1

2 All-weather floor mats (5 Series)
Precisely fitting protection against damp, dirt and waterlogging
in the front and rear footwells. In black and with stainless steel
inlays, the mats are a perfect match with the interior.

6 Auxiliary heater
The high-performance auxiliary heater for petrol and diesel
engines ensures a comfortable interior temperature before the
drive even begins, and without icy or fogged windows. It can be
activated via the Head Unit, iDrive(using the built-in monitor) or
optionally by a separately available remote control.

3 Floor liners (5 Series)
The precisely fitting, hard-wearing floor liners with their wide,
raised edging and special water grooves protect the front and
rear footwells from damp and dirt. In black and featuring stainless
steel inlays in the shape of the number 5.

5

3
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PERFECTLY NETWORKED:
EXPECTATION MET.
When you’ve got good contacts, it makes sense to keep in touch. Which is
where our accessories for digital communications and information come in.
These tailor-made, optimally designed solutions allow you to stay connected
with who and what matters most when you’re the move in your BMW. Our
offer ranges from visual vehicle monitoring to the LED torch.

1 Advanced Car Eye 2.0 1
The BMW Advanced Car Eye 2.0 is a highly
sensitive full-HD camera that captures events
around the car, even at night. In the event of
disturbances and extraordinary movement
outside the vehicle, the camera automatically
records the situation in order to document
possible accidents or (attempted) break-ins.

1

2 On-ear wireless headphones
The digital on-ear wireless headphones offer
an exclusive way to enhance the enjoyment
of music or movies. Specially adapted to the
new BMW rear entertainment systems, their
outstanding, interference-free sound quality
and full base guarantee immersive enjoyment.

1

2

The permissibility and application of the video recordings depends upon the laws
and regulations of the country in which the camera is used. Please inform yourself
of these laws before your journey. The user is responsible for the application of the
camera system and for compliance with the stipulations of the country in which it is
used.
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2
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3

1 Wireless charging case
The wireless charging cover enables inductive charging of the
Apple iPhone™ 5/5s up to 7/7 Plus. The innovative mobile phone
case is compatible with all Qi-certified charging devices and also
protects the phone.

3 Electric cooler bag
The attractive electric cooler bag in Black and Anthracite has
a 13-litre capacity. When plugged into the 12 V socket, the
integrated cooling unit reduces the temperature inside the bag
actively.

2 Dual USB charging device
The BMW USB charging adapter is simply inserted into the
cigarette lighter. This allows various external devices to be quickly
and conveniently charged, such as a smartphone or tablet.

4 LED torch
The BMW LED torch features an elegant stainless steel design,
very low energy consumption, a lifespan of up to 3,000 charging
cycles and an extremely large lighting range. The powerful
battery can be recharged by simply plugging the torch into a
12-volt on-board socket.
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SOLID SENSE: BIG PLANS
NEED THE BEST LOGISTICS.

ROOF TRANSPORT
The basis for all BMW roof rack mounts are the roof rack and roof cross bars (1), which are
matched to each model. They harmonise perfectly with all BMW roof rack mounts and roof
boxes and are particularly easy to fit. With their stable construction and the anti-theft locking
systems, they meet the highest quality and security requirements.

1

Whatever your plans may be, BMW is likely to have the perfect logistical
solution. Whether you‘ve got a great deal of kit or just a small piece of luggage,
carrying it should be secure, comfortable and, not least, as elegant as possible.
Which is why all of our transportation products are tailored precisely to the
dimensions of your BMW – from the 520-litre capacity roof box to clever ways
to keep those small items in order.

2 Roof box 320
Can be opened from both sides with triple
central locking. In Black with side panel in
Titanium Silver 320-litre capacity; fits all BMW
roof rack systems (similar illustration).

2

3 Roof box 420
420-litre capacity lockable roof box with
double-sided opening system. In Black with
side panel in Titanium Silver, suitable for all
BMW roof rack systems..

4 Roof box 520
Black lockable roof box, accessible from
both sides with side panel in Titanium Silver.
520-litre capacity; fits all BMW roof rack
systems. Awarded as „Red Dot Award 2016
Winner“.

3

More information on installation and production
of the BMW roof rack system can be found in
the film in the BMW Catalogue app.

4
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1 Ski and snowboard holder extendable at the side
The lockable ski and snowboard carrier that can be extended on
the sides provides secure hold for up to five pairs of skis or four
snowboards and makes it easier to load higher vehicles. It can be
combined with all BMW roof rack systems and can also transport
ski poles and meets the highest quality and safety standards.
2 Surfboard holder
The holder‘s innovative fastening concept makes it easy to
handle and to securely attach a surfboard and mast to any of the
BMW roof rack systems.

3

3 Rear bicycle rack, Pro 2.0
The Pro 2.0 rear bicycle rack is lightweight yet sturdy and can
carry up to 60 kg. Exceptionally easy to use, it carries two
bicycles or e-bikes (can be extended to accommodate three
bicycles). Its tilt function also allows easy access to the luggage
compartment at all times.

4

4 Touring bicycle holder
Extremely stable lockable touring bicycle holder for securely
transporting a racing, touring or children‘s bicycle or mountain
bike up to 22.5 kg.
5 Racing bicycle holder
The racing cycle holder is suitable for all BMW roof rack systems.
It allows for the secure transport of up to four racing bikes. To
attach the bikes, the quick-release front wheels have to be
removed. The separately available front-wheel holder makes it
possible to fasten these wheels to the BMW roof rack system.

5
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1 Fitted luggage compartment mat
The durable, anti-slip and water-resistant mat protects the
luggage compartment from dirt and moisture. For the BMW 5
Series, it features the number 5 as a stainless steel inlay (1.1),
while the BMW X5 and BMW X6 versions have stainless steel
inlays with BMW lettering (1.2).
2 Loading sill mat
The durable mat protects the loading sill during loading and
unloading and the luggage compartment from scratches and dirt.
It is attached using moveable Velcro strips on the rear fastening
points in the luggage compartment and can also be laid out as an
anti-slip mat in the luggage compartment.
2 Folding box
The folding box, with its load capacity of up to 20 kg, can be used
to store smaller items or as a shopping crate. It can be effortlessly
folded and unfolded thanks to Velcro strips, is slip-resistant and
easily stored to save space when not in use. Available in black or
black/red.

3

3 Luggage compartment floor net
With the luggage compartment floor net, loose cargo and smaller
objects can be quickly and safely secured against slipping in
the luggage compartment. The black netting with integrated
S-hooks is simply attached to the luggage compartment's built-in
fastening points, making it always ready for use in the vehicle.
4 Loading sill protective film (5 Series)
Loading sill protection is provided by a special transparent film.
Precisely tailored to the vehicle, it effectively reduces damage to
the painted rear bumper that can be caused while loading and
unloading items such as heavy or bulky luggage.

4

1.1

1.2

2
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NO QUESTION: GREAT CARE
KEEPS YOUR BMW ON FORM.
Original Care Products from BMW ensure that high-quality BMW paint finishes can
withstand everyday adverse influences and fine surfaces such as leather and wood retain
their natural appeal. This comprehensive premium care range is specially adapted to the
different materials of your vehicle – for gentle, effective cleaning and protection.
BMW Natural Air ensures a fresh interior atmosphere – with essential oils. The holder is quick
and easy to attach and colour-matched to the interior. The fragrance sticks are fluid-free and
interchangeable and there is a choice of six aromas – for example, Sparkling Raindrops and
Energizing Tonic – each manually adjustable for intensity.

WITHOUT A DOUBT:
THE BEST SERVICE
IS A QUESTION OF
COMPETENCE.
The specialists at your authorised BMW Service Partner offer true peace of mind
when it comes to servicing and repair. Not only are they highly qualified, but they also
work with state-of-the-art diagnostic equipment and repair technologies. This means
that your vehicle emerges from its service technically and visually as new. Thanks to
BMW Service Inclusive, you only need to think about it once. After that, all included
service and maintenance is covered by a one-time payment. That means carefree
driving pleasure for you.
For more information, please visit: bmw.com/service
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ORIGINAL BMW ACCESSORIES AT A GLANCE.
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Aluminium running boards
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Advanced Car Eye 2.0
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Dual USB charging device
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BMW M Performance front attachment, carbon fibre
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Electric cooler bag
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BMW M Performance rear diffuser, carbon fibre
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LED torch
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BMW M Performance rear spoiler, carbon fibre
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On-ear wireless headphones
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Kidney grille in black high-gloss
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Wireless charging case
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Mud flaps
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Side skirt adhesive film
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18" BMW M Performance Double-spoke style 662 M
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7
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19" BMW M Performance braking system
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Fitted luggage compartment mat
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19" BMW M Performance Double-spoke style 786 M
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Folding box
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19" M Double-spoke style 664 M
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Loading sill mat
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Loading sill protective film
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Luggage compartment floor net
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Racing bicycle holder
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Rear bicycle rack Pro 2.0
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Roof box 320
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Roof box 420
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Roof box 520
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Roof rack and roof cross bars
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Ski and snowboard holder extendable at the side
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Surfboard holder
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Touring bicycle holder
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20" BMW M Performance Double-spoke style 669 M

5

1, 9

1, 9

20" BMW M Performance Multi-spoke style 732 M

6

6

6

20" BMW M Performance Y-spoke style 763 M

6

8, 11

8, 11

20" BMW M Star-spoke style 748 M

8

20" Cross-spoke style 636

7

20" Star-spoke style 491

9

7

21" BMW Performance Y-spoke style 375

9

4

21" Y-spoke style 627

9

22" BMW M Performance Star-spoke style 749 M

8

8
3, 10

3, 10
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Colours available for BMW light alloy wheels: 1 = Bicolour Jet Black matt, milled and gloss-lathed; 2 = Bicolour Jet Black, gloss-lathed; 3 = Bicolour Orbit Grey, gloss-lathed; 4 = Bicolour Ferric Grey, gloss-lathed; 5 = Bicolour Cerium Grey, gloss-lathed;
6 = Bicolour Night Gold, milled and gloss-lathed; 7 = Jet Black; 8 = Jet Black matt; 9 = Orbit Grey; 10 = Liquid Black; 11 = Frozen Gold matt

All-weather floor mats
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Auxiliary heater
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Baby Seat 0+
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Floor liners
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Junior Seat 1
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Junior Seat 2/3
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Key case
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LED door projectors
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Natural Air
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Travel & Comfort System – clothes hanger
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Travel & Comfort System – folding table
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Travel & Comfort System – universal holder for tablets
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Travel & Comfort System – universal hook
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Travel rug
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Your BMW Service Partner will be happy to advise.
The models illustrated may, in part, include optional equipment and accessories not fitted
as standard. Not all product versions shown. Subject to change in design, equipment
specifications and content. © BMW AG, Munich/Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or
in part, without the written permission of BMW AG, Munich.
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